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.
shoemaker when one learns how 10 m~k~~~;~t~ahzes one.s posslbililY of be~'ol1ling a
m~ker. Needless 10 say, Heidegg r b
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26. "Formally, it. is unassailable 10 speak of the e o '
,. . .
'
all~e same time conscious of itself. and th } a.s 1;,0nsl;l~usness-ol_something that is
c?gJlare, or self-consciousness, is corre e escnptl~n 01 the res cogilans liS ~'ogito lI1e
Vide the framework for idealism's dial ct: au; these lormal determinations, which pro
from an interpretation of the phenom:ctl~ 0. consciousness. are nevertheless very
Problemso/Phenomenology,158_59). na Circumstances of the Dasein" (Tilt' B,ui,'
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"Our Germans Are Better than Your.
Germans": Continental and Analytic
Approaches to Intentionality Reconsidered

Dermot Moran
Ul/iVi'rsily College, Dllblin

L THE HISTORY OF CONCEPTS AND THE NATURE
OF TRADITION
In this paper I want to show how attention to Ihe history of problems and
concepts can shed light on how these problems and concepts come to be
understood wilhin a particular tradition, Remarkably, few studies have been
undertaken (onccl'Iling the roles central philosophical concepts have played
in dHlcrcnl tf<ldilions. As a very general charaClcrii'.ation, European philoso·
ph~rs of the Hegelian tradition have been quicker 10 recognize the his/ori·
ea/ rools or concepts, and to value the tracing of the different configurations
of thl,,' com:cpt in differl,,'llt periods as nuc'lal to understanding and resolving
probkms conlll,,'(.'tl,,'J with the (Olll·CPt. If the meaning of a terlll is its usc,
then thl' "".wory of thut lise cannot be simply ignored. This outlook is
illl'reasingly bearing fruit in unalYlic philosophy also, though the "history"
1
involved usuully stretches hack only to the 1950s.
I shall focus in this study on the concept of intentionality, not only
because it is central to the development of so·called continental philosophy
-specifically phenomenology-from Brentano onwards, but also because
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rise of Nazism and thc Second World War, had been different, would these
figures still be grouped imo the distinct traditions that now characterize professional philosophy in English-speaking countries. or would they represent
competing trends within a more broadly conceived common tradition of
European philosophy?
Of course, in many ways, the supposed opposition between thc "analytic" and "continental" traditions or styles of philosophizing is deeply misleading. As Richard Rorty and others have pointed out, there is often as,little
un',iy or cominon g'round among analYlic philosophers themsel ves, or
aniong cOIHinenwl philosophers themsclves, as there is between both camps,
The problem of describing the analytic tradition is compounded by the fact
that "analytic" is often used by Ayer and others as an honorific to' include all
that is good and wurthwhile in Plato, Aristotlc, and so on, Furthermore, if
"analysis" in its 1..·lassil..' seilSI..' means spedfying the necessary and sufficient
I•.'onliitions fur llSlllg II COlll'l..'pt, then many Continl!ntal philosophers, including Derrida. I.·ould b<..' described as "analytic," On the other hand, the tcrm
"continental," which prob"Ibly lirst gained currency injob descriptions in thc
United States, is no bCilcr, being repudiated by most European philosophers
to whom it is applied, who see thcmsclves as participating in the central tradition of European philosophizing since the ancient Greeks (often operating
with a t1arrow..conception,~oLtha:tlhi.dition a~ excluding developments in
British PI~ilos~phy). Mor~~6ver, not-Just these continental philosophers, but
many ;;ulalyti,,' philosophers too, operate with the tacil assumption that analytic philosophy is somehow inextricably Anglophone, or "Anglo-Saxon,"
as the French say. or, alternativcly, "Anglo-American," which enrages
Australasian analytic pmctilioncrs, among others, This peculiar mixture of
geographical and linguislic labeling is wholly confused and should simply
be abandoned. This is not to deny the obvious, that there are radical differences among practitiont!fs of this subject called 'philosophy', and that these
differences can be grouped into general tendencies, and that the differenl
underlying assumptions about thc hislOricaltradition 10 which each group
belongs may be discerned, But the traditions do nol divide simply on linguistic or geognJphiculli.nes, Thus, with respect 10 intentionality, the French
philost.?phcrs Fran9'ois Recanali and Pierrc Jacob see themselves as belonging ex'e1usively to the analytic tradition, whereas many American philoso·
phers s'tyle themselves as c()ntinentalists,~
When analytic philosophy began to set its agenda in the carly part of
the Iwclllieth century, it saw itself as delibel'Htcly and profoundly (lllti-his/orjcol. Thcrc \vas philosophy and there was thc history of ideas, just as
there was scicnl.'e allli stamp collecting. The former was concerned with
problem solving. with pushing forward the frontiers of scientific knowledge;
thl! latter was ,\11 illlliqut.lrit.ln discipline, a mild, harmless way of documenting how things used to be done in the bad old days. Only recently has this
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image of analytic philosophy begun lO be challenged <lI1d a neW. ulmos[
oxymoronic conception has emerged-the hiSfOl)J of analytic philosophy. It
has gradually come to be recognized thut to do philosophy is to be involved
in a tradition. though there is little reflection on what this means.
FUl1hermore, the frontiers of the analytic tradition are constantly widening.
to include Kant and the pragmatists, for cXHlnplc. Where<ls Wilfrid Sellnrs
claimed that with Wittgenstein's PhilusophicallllveJ'/igatioJ/j' unalyti<..' philosophy passed from its Humean to its Kantian phase, most re(:cntly, at the
World Congress of Philosophy held in Boston, Robert Brandom, with his
emphasis on the social and historical basis oj' normativjly. suggested it was
time to usher in the "HegeJian phase of anCllytic philosophy. "f, Some
philosophers present expressed outrage-how could analytic philosophy
stomach Hegel, when its whole raison d'erre was to repudiate Hegel and all
his pomps and ceremonies'! What passed almost unchallenged in the discussion was the degree to which the analytical tntdition had already
absorbed former outcasts such as Kant into their canon. and. indeed. somc
analytic moral philosophers (e.g .. Bernard Williams) have hce" seriollsly
reading Nietzsche. something which would havc sc.lIldulizcd Russell. For it
long time. especially in Britain. 1l1H11ytk' philosophers wcre . Is hostik [0
Kant as to Hegel, and. as Peter Hylton has shown. it was ill (,\l·t Kant 1ll0rl'
than Hegel who Was the objt.:ct of Russell's crili<..'is/lls. 7 Silll'l'thc 1<)60s. the
-'Work of Peter Strawson. Graham Bird, Henry Allison. and. morc recently.
llilary Putnam and John McDowell, has seamlessly reintegmted Kan[ into
analytic philosophizing. In fact, even earlier analytic philosophy, especially
the kind de~eloped by the Vienna circle, (:an be securely located as a spe.
cWe development of an aspect of the neo·Kantian tradition. namely, its
concern with specifying the conditions for the possibility of scientific
knowledge. In contrast. the "continental" tradition is shrinking. so thaI
recent post modernists tend to ignore Brentano or Husser! in tracing the
paternity of their tradition.
According to Dummetl. post-Fregean analytic philosophy is distinguished from traditional speculation since Descanes in th;H, instead of asking "How is it possible to know anything about the world'?" the question
now becomes "How is it possible for our words to mean what they do?"11
BUl. of course, the linguistic turn is flat an exclusive propcny of analytic
philosophy; Heidegger as much as Wittgenstein recognized that philosophical problems are nested inside complex linguistic practices. Heideggcr
more than any other European philosopher apan from Wittgenstein paid
close attention to the language in which philosophical problems are formu.
lated. Furthermore, Brentano. and certainly members of his school. had.
contemporaneously with Frege and Russell. re<:ognized that the logical form
of a sentence ought to be distinguished from its apparent gramillatical forlll.
Both the followers of Wittgenstt!in <tnd the follow~fs of Hdd~ggef arc
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interested in linguisticality (SpruchlichkeitJ. in the linguistic character of our
being in the world. But there appears to be a difference, in that analytil'
philosophers in general tend to focus on the sentence as the unit of meaning.
whereas post-Heideggerian continental philosophy tends to operate with [h~
recognition that meaning resides in structures that are not "in the head." blJl
rather are dispersed or "disseminated" into larger. more anonymous struL'tures-structures best examined using tools of textual analysis (structuralism, hermeneutics, and deconstruction have followed that route), employing
a "hermeneutics of suspicion" that owes a deep debt to those masters of suspicion. Freud, Marx, and Nietzsche. While analytic philosophers for ,I long
time used ordinary language situations as paradigma~ic of situations in
which concepts arc used correctly, continental theorists tend to see concept~
as embedded in ambiguous textual contexts and see one of the main aims or
their analysis as making the context transparent, or showing how aspccts 01
the context work against or undercut what the concept purports to represcnt.
Analytic philosophers, on the whole, even when they subscribe 10 holism.
tend to he more straightforward, even naive. in their approach to texts lmgl'r
than the scntCIlCl:. and. though ttwy may be Iitcrary sophisticates in their privutc livcs. they lend nOlto allow such sophistication to enler into their di . . cussions of mcaning (Donald Davidson is, of course. an exception h~rl'J
Daniel C. DcnllclI. for example, has stated that he can claim to kno\\
Madame BovaJ'y because he has seen the film, although he has 110t read th~
book. on the basis that one can distinguish what is represenred from [hl'
mode 0/ representing. Most continental philosophers, on the other hand.
would regard this supposed ability to identify the same intentional object in
different COl1t,exls as an illusion and would stress the different contextual
features of film and novel which would make such an assumption deeply
problel1HHic. How one enters into a narrative that attributes sameness or
identity to some item is a most complex issue. If anything. continental philosophy is now more linguistically centered than analytic philosophy, particularly as philosophy of mind has replaced philosophy of language as the
dominant paradigm in analytic philosophy.

Ill. THE TERMINOLOGICAL IMPEDIMENT
In attempting to mediate between analytic and continental discussions, \\\.'
are initially impeded by the opacity of the different terminologicallraditions, with each side accusing the other of using jargon. Thus. with regard
to intentionality, since Bertrand Russell, analytic philosophers tend [0 !;Ilk
about "propositional attitudes" or. since Roderick Chisholm. of inten[ional
"idioms." leading to a focus 011 the linguistic and specifically scntcllli;Ji
aspect or intentionality_ This terminology ha~ its limitations. After all. ;111

auitude is just olle way of being in an intentional relation; it may be misleading to employ it as a neutral. catch·all phrase for all inlelllional slates

(similarly. Dennett's explication of intentionality in terms of a "stance"
seems to involve a certain circularity. as a stance is itself an intentional attitude). Searle also regards this language as essentially misleading as it tends
to suggest only propositions are the objects of intentional states. 9
Continental theorists. on the other hand. are likely to know that Russell
employed the term "attitude" as a translation of the German EillstellulIg, a
tcrm in vogue among Brcntano's students. including Husser! (viz .. thc latter's die ffatiJrliche Eilistellllllg. "the lliltural illlitudc"). After Husscrl and
Hcidegger. the contincntal tradition has preferred to talk ahuuI the way in
which a world is connected with in our expericn<.·e and nwde manifest. our
way!'! oj' "coping." our "h~jllg in the ",orld" 1/,,·dt'l'· Welt·Seilll. Although
Brentano originally talked or "psychic acts" !p.\)'chi.\·c!tt> AkteJ. Husser!. following Dilthcy. preferred to speak ahoul ErfelmissC'. "menial processcs" 01'
"lived experiences." Heidegger moved sharply away 1'1'0111 isolming mcntal
events as if they constituted a separalc Cartesian realm. and diffused talk of
mental cvents into a more pragmatic discussion of involved human action
and posilion taking. our "componments" r Verhaltene] toward things. In general. in European philosophy after Heideggcr. intcntionalily docs not receive
specific treatmenl and is absorbed into a wider story of humctn action
involving more complex notions of interpretation and narrativc.

IV. THE CONCEPT OF INTENTIONALITY IN ANALYTIC
PHILOSOPHY
Although ofren considered (0 be (he CruMbegriff of Husserli." phenomenology. intentionality has in fact resurfaced as a central topic in alialyric philosophy since (he 1950s. This analy(ic discussion ofintentionali(y.
still rooted in anti·Kantian suspicion. ignored continental philosophers after
Brenlano. Husserlian phenomenology. in particular. was :-Ieen as the mystical science of seeing these intentional objects and milking thcnl for essential insights. transcendental structures of reality. cnding in a suhjective
idealism. Most analytic philosophers tcnd to pay lip service [0 Brcnwno ilnd
have clearly not read the originaltcxts. preferring to simply cite the famous
paragraph in P,\'yrlwloXY fro/ll lIlI Empiri('al Sf(llU!/'fJ/'/It wheJ'c Brciltano
introduced the concept. Roderick Chisholm is an exception. being the lending scholar of Brcntano'g texts in EngJish,spcaking world.
Analytic philosophers in general (with the notable recent exceptions of
Searle. Nagel. and McGinn) have been deeply suspicious of any claims for
a genuine. first-person. mental life. fearing that it in facl harbored n kind of
disguised Cartesian dualism. or a belief in "noelie rays." or "spooky sluff."
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in Patricia Church land's terms. In general. analytic philosophy. while wanting (0 get beyond the impasse of behaviorism's feigned anesthesia toward
any trace of a subjective life. has been somewhat embarrassed by this phenomenon of intentionality. and especially its supposed irreducibility. which
made the concept "unnatural." not explainable by science. mystical-a concept of int.erest to the "New Mysterians." as Owen Flanagan has dubbed
them. To allow undiluted intentionality into the system would be to put the
ghost back into the machine. as it were, to allow in a mysterious entity that
escaped the nomological net of the physical sciences. Responding 10 this
anxiety. analytic philosophers have tended toward naturalism, wanting to
restrain philosophical discussiolllO within the domain of science. whereas
cOlllillental philosophcl's tend to sec science as essentially a fonnal. abstraci
discipline thai requires philosophical interpretation to intcgrate it back into
the life-world.
Most analytic philosophers wish to include intentionality within the
causal order. perhaps allowing it as a feature of our phenomenal experiences. but secured in the natural order of the world. The slogans of the analytic discussion of intentionality include the following: the attempt to
overcome Cartesian dual·[sm. the ineliminability of mentat talk. intentionality as the mark of the mental. the attempts to bring intentionality within limits of scientific cxplanalion. and so on. Analytic philosophy is determined to
explain intentionality. either by explaining it away, i.e .. by eliminating it. or
by reducing it to its non-intentional clements. Even Searle. who sees intentionality as irreducible. believes he has explained it in fully naturalistic
terms as a high-order. emergent properly of brains. Thus Jerry Fodor has
claimed:
It·s hard to see ... how one can be a Realist about intentionality
without also being. to some extent or other. a Reductionist. If
the semantic alld the intentional are real properties of things. it
must he in virtue of their identity with (or maybe supervenience
on'!) properties that arc themselves !lei/her intentional nor
semantic. If abol/tness is real. it must really be something else.1O

The naturalistic approach is telling of. 10 use Rorty's word. a "down·beat"
story. Thus. Daniel Dennett accuses Searle of seeking a kind of alchemy thai
will magically extrude intentionality from brain neurophysiology. from the
"wet ware" or the hrain. Scarle. 011 the other hand. is aimosl a lone voice in
defcnding the irrcc!ucihility of intcntionality and the subjectivity of menial
contcnl. cl<liming that
You cannot reduce inten[ional contenl (or pains or "qualia") to
something else, because if you could they would be something
else, and they arc not something else. The opposite of my view
is stated vcry sllccinctly by Fodor: "If aboulness is real. it must
really be somcthing clsc." On the contrary. aboutness (i.e ..
intentionality) is rcal .•lIld it is not something elsc. 1I
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Despite the radical disagreements between Dennett, Sear/e, Fodor, and
others. they all understand the central question of intentionality as essentialJy the Cartesian question, "How does the mind represent?" For Fred
Dretske, for instance, the mind is best thought of as "the representational
face of the brain. "12 And Robert Stalnaker stales: '"The problem of intentionality is a problem about the nature of reprcsentalion,"LI Even Scarlc,
who is hostile 10 many versions of representationalism, agrees that the problem is: "How can this stuff inside my head be about anything'!"I.\ 8U1 there
are huge problems articulating representation in a way that escapes the problems in which earlier modern representationalists, sueh as Descartes and
Locke. became embedded, Indeed. both Hilary Putnam and Richard Rony
see intentionality as a Jegacy of the seventeenth-century Cartesian view of
the mind, something that must be overcome. J.~ There has been, in the al1alytic tradition, a huge and ongoing debate between the representationalists,
on the one hand, who wanlto locale just how it is that the brain can hook
onto the outside world, and those like Robert Brandom, who, following
Wittgenstein and Sellars, want to dispersc talk of intentionalilY into practices, li.nguistic and social. where L'oncepl-posscssion is to be understood nol
in terms of possession of a representation, but in terms of our ability to
grasp and follow rules, a conception of concepts that derives uhimmcly
from Kant and Frege, This whole debate is too subtle and complex to follow
here, but it is interesting that it too oscilJates between individualism and
holism in a manner similar to the tensions between Brentano. Husserl. and
Heidegger in the continental tradition.
Having suggested some ways thai the two traditions understand intentionality, let us now look in more detail at the evolulion of the concept in
modem philosophy, Let us begin. then. with Brentano. since he is. in a sense
which I shall explain,responsible for the subsequent split of the European
tradition into analytic and continental wings.

V, BRENTANO'S INTENTIONAL INEXISTENCE
Although rightly credited with reintroducing the concept into modern philosophy. Brentano's discussion of intentionality is actually quite sparse,
appearing in a few paragraphs scattered through his many works, His own
background was Cartesian, yet his Descartes was one who followed
Aristotle and Aquinas in recognizing a triadic.' structure of the mind.
whereby it is initially stimulated by a "presentation" I Vor.\'ldltlllgj. whidl it
may accept or reject Uudgmelll), or toward whh.:h it 1111.1y he drawn or from
which il may bc repelled {phcnol1l1.'l1a of loV\.' i.IIlU hatl..' J. EVL'fY p:-'Yl..'hil..· al'(
either is. ur is based on, a prL'scnlalion. It i~ through this fclillillll to a Pfl"
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intentionaJity in its Meinongian version failed to distinguish situalions of
genuine. successful referring from situations where Ihere is only assumed,
purported referring ..:!' Brandom is essentially repealing the diagnosis earlier
made by Gilben Ryle when Ryle Wrote:

The Brenlano-Meinong Iheory of intenlional objecls really did
rescue our thoughts from a Humean impotence 10 apprehend
anything at all. though at Ihe high price of shielding our
thoughts from any risks of misapprehension or non-apprehen_
sion, Formerly we (,.·ould nol be righl in uur Ihinking; I1UW,
which is ncarly as bau. we (,.'''111101 be wrong in our Ihinkin!!~,
Objecl-having hau been all unrealizublc ambition; now il i:-; ,Ill
uncviluablc obligalion. We arc ehukt'd where we had been
slltrved,!!
In response to Meinong's luxuriant ontOlogy, his ontological "sluill" or

'~ungJe/' Bertrand Russell inaugurated the analytic movement in Britain by
offering logical analyses (strongly influenced by Frege) of sentences that

departed from the grammatical structure and led to the systematic denominaJization of various kinds of sUpposed objet'lS, Russel/'s theory of descriplions. in fact. became the l'anonk-al version oj' what <uwlylil' phiJusopllY of
language could and shuuld uu. Thus, it was BrL'lltano's siudellt ML'inun,g
who in fal'l provoked the ba<.:kJ'lsh thai stimuhlled Ihl.' uevelopmenl of Ihl'
analytic tradition in the English-speaking world,

But Mcinong's rOUle was not the only way 10 go after Brcntano,
Brenlano's initial characterization of the intentional objeci as something
which mayor may not exisl, as something with "intentional inexistence,"
stimulated other close followers, e,g" Anton Marty, Kasimir 1WaJ'dowski,
and Edmund HUsserl, to attempt to clarity the nature of the supposed inexistence or "in-dwelling"!EillwohllulIgJ of intentional objects, One way to
discharge the ontological commitment was to disambiguate the different
senses in Which SOmething can be the object of an intentional act by distinguishing between the content of the act and its object.
Thus, Brentano's Polish student, Kasimir 1Wardowski, arguably the
first analytic philosopher of language, drew on the Austro-German logical
tradition (Bolzano, Kerry, Zimmermann, Meinong, and HMer et .1.), itself
owing to Kant, 10 propose, in his J 894 book, 011 rhe COlllelll al/d Object 0/
Presentations, a dislinl'lion between the C'olllelll and ubje('t or prescntations

and judgments,ll

Twardowskj stressed that We must distinguish the properties of Ihe COl/(what is presented) from the properties of Ihe object. The con lent is a
real parI of the act and really exisls, while the object need not exisl.
However, his account of content Was nol entirely dear. At times, he spoke
of the con lent as like a "sign" or inner "mental piclure" of Ihe objel'I;!~ elscwhere, he spoke in more Fregean terms of the l'onlenl as Ih<ll whiL'h is prl'sented ill Ihe 8l'I of presentation, whl.'rl.'a:-. thl' object ap/lI."IJ'S tl/l'rJ//X h Ihl.'
len/

, mcnt!5 Twardowski argues that a "square circle" can be the gelluine
co
- I'epre.l'el/l(/fioll, slilce
,
.II possesses a genulOe
, "meaning", [Sillll], and
object oj
its properties can be enumerated, even though these are contradictory prope;ties and hence the object cannol exist in actuaJity,26 It will sim~!y be ~h_e
case that true judgments will not affirm Ihese objects. Twardowski s c1anfit'
f the role of the psychological content, nevertheless. left the Ontoca Ion 0
b' .. ,
s Ived
logical problem of the status of' intentional 0 Jec{JvltICS unre 0,
'
Edmund Husserl began as a follower of Brentano, seekl~g to apply
Bl'cntaninll lksl'riptivc psychology 10 the domain of mathem~tlcal knowledge, In his lirst book, Philo.\'Uphy ojArilhlllefi(' (18~1), he Ined t? ~ns~e,r
Ihe queslion of how arilhmetic concepts are fon,ned I~ psychologlcdl acts,
111 Ihe 1890s. rollowing his OWIl intensive reading o! the Aust~~-Gennan
logicians, <IS well as through his correspondence with ~rege,. E~mu~~~
Husserl himself caine to criticize Brentano's a~cou~t of 1Il,IentlOnaluy"
f· iling to do justice 10 the trans-temporal identlly 01 meanmgs gras~ed 111
t:",ponil psychic processes, Husserl even wrote, but did not publish" ,"

review ofTw<lrdowski\ Irc<Hi~c,!1'i in which he ar~ued that ~ar?~wskl ,s
r 'IinemL'Jli l,j'lhe B1'!.'JlIanian <ll'l'OU/l1 n..'rnained too /11/11/(/11('/1/1,\'1 I~l lis undel s~i.lnding of thL' 110liol1 or l'OIlIL'nt, and hence that Twafdo~skl could nol
feally explain how differcill al'ts ('ould share Ihe S(/II,/~ n~:anl.n~, ,F~r example, when two people Ihink of a tree, each has a speclhc subjective presentation" (Bolzano) or "phantasm" (Husserl), but they also gra,sp a c~mll1on
meaning, Both Husserl and 1Wardowski agree th~[ Ihe psychiC act IS a real
event in the nlltuml world, subjeclto psycho-phYSical natuml laws, and possessing real ( "reell" in Husserl's early vocabulary). temporal ,pans: Its ('011lel1l is also a genuine. though dependent, part 01 the aCI: LC., II cann,ot
survive on its own <lparl frolllthe aCI, it swims in, the act. as II, were. ~ut, lor
Husserl, there is another dimension 10 the act: Iltokens ~r IIlstanlJates an
ideal meaning. Husserl is a direct realist aboul our perception; we,se~ a,CIU~1
trees, in a straightforward, immediate manner. We really do see ~n~lvldudl
physic<lllhings, but we also sec, in more comple.~ cases ~fpercelvlllg. tha~
'/,'. I II',) 'lIld We l'an sec the same free in diftercnl Visual acts, We se~
/
,.,
(;, <
• h'
II
something we kno\. . olhers, too, are able 10 see, All 01 t IS requires se,.samellesS, I('I en t"y
h ol'th't: obJ'eet in repealed perceptuul acts. and Ihrough dltl'en.::ilI "moues of givcnncs!-i,"
,
,
This idealconlcnt is what guarantees sameness or refer~nce: reiteration
of the same meaning over a number of acts, The crucial pOint, tor Hus~erl,
is Ihatilleanings arc JIIultipl)' a('cessible idealia, i.e" repeatedly a~cess,I~lc
by Ihe same speaker, or shared between speakers, As suc~, these Identl,ues
arc non-individmlled, trans-temporal idealities, IOkel1ed 10 psychological
cOlltents,
'1}
I' I d
In thl' Logical Illvestigatiolls (1900-1901)- Husser artlCu ale, an
accounl oj' mental processes Ihal saw them as complex wholes that contamed
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concrete and the abslfuc/ paris elaboratin
S
"
SiS'dand. specifically. the latter:s distillcli;n °b:t~~I;:~;;a~~'e:~~~~d a.IH~Y·
pen ent parts ..IU In the first editio H.
'
In csignification as an "abstract" or "one ~d d.~sscrl ~rc'Hcd the meaning or
menl that only "'arne I b
h
h -51 e pari 01 the aCI, 11 dcpcndctll cle·
o e wen t e act cllgcllder'd·,
.
par! of the act T
"
C I. flot d real treell]
hence one .. 0 see ~ (at IS to se~ an object which call be reidentified and
to

"

appearance ~~~: ;;e:~~~:t~~~ e:~~~.I.eS~;~i~he:t goes ~cyond. or exceeds, the
we really do see a cat. we .
.
a speCies, a lype. Nevertheless,

~:;~;go~ ;::C~i ~inn~n~~r~e ~~s~~~:~:;·;'~::d 1;'~~;.'~~i::~r~~::':;,I~~'r:~;:

'ogkaJ dislOrt,·on I'
an
In~ arc given together, It is a phenomenoo construe gcnulne perce t'
,.
.
"this is a cal" Th b"'"
,
,p Ion 0 a cal as the Judgllll'nl
Ihal given in~)ercee ~ Jc~~vIlY ;nstantallCd 111 Cljnc/gll/elJl is different from
"const'lut ", HP lOll. , us, or example, 10 sec I/'(I/ Ihe cal is black, is to
I e, III
usserl s phrase borrowed fro
h~
,
instantiate in a specific thou ht '
, mIl! neo-Kal1twns, or

:i~~~~~n~~~~~:n~:~ng-b'aCk oJ Ih/;~~e:~'O~:C/,7~~; :~i~~n~~a;~e~~j~nc::~:
lfadlU,?n,' calls a Slaie of affi,irs ISachver/w'lj, a conccp'
aps liS ul est employmenl' W'
, , "
Husserl himself distinguish' . h',. 'h
,,",1,
Iltg~n.steJn s lrm'latl/,\',
,
l!S a It~r<tn; y 01 lhlkn:nl k lnd I' b' , ,
which finds perh

;~dai~::;~:~Op\;i~'~~~YbJdC:~I',',ilunriJ"adr
1,'r,0l11lh<11 0,1' Mt'illtJl1g. w.:.l~.'a:~ ~~:~~~\"j,~.~~~~
.. ,
e.1 gellerCl obJ' '( ,

~Icx,

positive or negativc, Husserl distill uis .' n .I:II.J.L·~' sllll,Plc or L'O~Il'
JrOfn Ihe ·,d 1·1 ,. h
the Ilk<ilny ollhe spet'les
ea , y 0 I e slale of aff·· . Hg ,hes
,
.
.
is bigger than bIt exp'
d'ff cllf:s, e a so holds Ihal Ihe sl<1l.cmcnl "a
muJation of the Log/·crae,s,s,e'Vs.al' I ~rent state of amlirs or, as in the e<lrly fors 19a1lOns has a dift'
'
the assertion "b is smaller th
".I; B ,crent meamng-COl1lent
from
explain and safeguard our act;;' a~traigh~:ohr~ wdhole ,accou~t is mea,lll to
cept'
d
.
.
ar ,rea cxpenenccs 01 p'r
lon, an to repttd18te representationalist accounts,.12
l: In Ihe firsl and fifth Logicallnvesli alions H.
.
.
,gh " U,sscrl pro:lded a lar more
elaborate analysis of intemio I
Brentano or 1W
, n a acts t an anythlllg prevIOusly found in
object which is ~~~~n~:~'f~s,:~~t Of~~i~ acc~u?t., Hussed distinguishes the
of presentation or ,·Is "'n de 0 ~"ec I ,as illS IIllellded, that is, its mode
'
o e 0 glvenness" D'ff
IBedeutungellj could intend the sam
"
.,
I erent meanings
tion" 1gegenslandliche Be"iehl J ;~b~c~:(h h,,~e the same "objective rclaquished at Waterlo"
., mg , us. t e victor at Jen,," and "thc v.ano are IWo ways or thinking b
'
.
k' a oUI. or presenllllg, Ihe
same entity, Napoleon ,I.l Husser' h
.
,
ere IS ma Ing a di 'I' "
, ,
10 Frege's distinction belw
s IneUon very slInilar
een sense and referen' 1.. 0"
"
between the meaning (Husserl, though familiar with,e,'
,lsll~lg,UIS~lng
employs Bedeutung and Sinn indif~
.
Fr~ge ~ dlSIIl1Cllon,
objeclivity IGegensllindlichkeilj of Iherenlly In Ihe Invesllgallons) and 'he
that "golden mountain" is mean in ~ et~reSSIO.n allo~s ~usserl to accept
g U UI lacks objective reference,.I5
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Similarly, Husser!. agreeing here with Twardowski, holds that talk of a
s41((lre circle is nOll1leallillgless, not an UI/sil/II, as some previous logicians,
such as Sigwan and Erdmann. had thought; rather it expresses a set of
meanings which contradict one another, rendering the phrase a countersensical absurdity [WidersillflJ.ln other words. in Husserl's account. in intending a square circle, we are able to perfonn a mecllling-conjerring act wilhout
our being able to bring it to meaningjllijilmenl [Bedewungserjiillllflg]. 10
complete the objective relation,,\6 The expression carries an expectation of
meaning accomplishment which will always be frustrated; it lacks a "fulfilling sense" loj/iliellde Sinnj. Thus, Husser"s original conlribulion 10 Ihe
Brcntanian problematiL' of intentionality was his elaboration of the view that
every perception or every thought has a certain signification or "meaning"
[/3ecleltllfnx J-not nCl'cssarily linguistic-thaI itself either presents with or
promises varying levels or confirmation or fulfillment. This represents a
considerable advance over Brentano and actually provides an account of
intentional aClS in terms of their fulfillment conditions not unlike that later
developed by John Searle, Like Searle, Husserl believes that to have a successful visual perception requires thaI the object seen be grasped as itself
causing the visual perception,17 Similarly. both Searle and Husser! emphasize how the modc of givcnlless or aspel'tual shape under which the object
is graspcd is Cl'lll'ial for detcrmining thL' L'onditions of success of the intentional act in whiL'h it appears,
Husserl's Prolegomena to the InvesligCllions, published separately in
1900, was a sustained attempt 10 underscore the necessity of a sharp distinction between a mcntal act, as a particular temporal, psychic occurrence
in the stream of consciousness. and the ideal meaning which it tokens in
order to overcome psychologislll, a collapse of the nonnative into the psychological, which he felt haunted his earlier Psychology of Arithmetic and
almost .111 contemporary logic, For Hussed. as for Frege, meanings were
ideal, but. unlike Frege. who-notoriously-placed these objectivities in a
third realm, "eill driltes Reich, ".IK Husserl was generally unconcerned wilh
positing a special rcalm of being for these entities, For him, they were simply abstract objects, In the first edition of the Logicalillvesligalions, in fact,
Husser! has a quasi-nominalist position regarding these idealities. The ideal
universal is wkened in the actmll. I see an individual red patch and can have
an inwition Ihal this is "species red," I grasp, by "ideational abstraction,"
this red patch as an instance of redlless in general, or indeed as an instance
or ('olaf: In the Second Investigation, he disavowed a Platonism which
would place these objectivities in a "heavenly place" [/Opos Ollranios] as a
doctrine lhat had long been refuted ..19 For Husserl, existence, understood as
actuality [Wirklichkeil), always signifies existence in time, and. in that spe·
cific sense, ideal objects do not "exist." For Husser/, they are necessary conditions for meaning. "objectivities" ralher than actual entities, In the Fonnal
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and TrallscelldelJlal Logic, ,m he will speak of them as "irreal formations,"
though it must be conceded Ihat Husserl is rather lax in his terminology and
there are indeed places where he talks of these ideal objecls nOI just as
"holding" (bestehenl bUI as "existing" in some lime less sense:" In general,
Husserl was more concerned with their epistemological role <IS "objectiv;.
ties" fGegellsliindlichkeilenj and "unities"lclllheitenJ underwriting acls of
cognition. and though he developed an interesting conception of "formal
ontology." most of his later writing was more concerned with the structures
of subjeclivity Ihal aI/ow illo achieve objeclive knowledge,
Though Husserl constantly emphasized the need to distinguish psychological process, which occurs in time, in "the HcracJitean flux" of our
stream of experiences lErlebllisslroml. and which may be said 10 have
dependent parts or moments that make il uP. from the self-same, idellfical
meanings, it would be a serious mistake to read Husserl as rejecling psychologism simply in order 10 affirm Ihe independenl exislence of Ihe logical
and Ihe ideal. Husserl himself saw Ihe demonslralion of Ihe Iheorelical
necessity of ideal objectivities in logic and epistemology as merely a ji"r,H
step toward opening up the huge issue of how such employment of objec.
tivities is anived at and then validated, justified. evidentially :iecured, Later,
Husserl's turn to transcendental phenoIlH:nology, away from de:it.'riptive
psychology. is a determined altempt to interpoSt' II transl'cndclHal_phc,
nomenological domain of necessary laws b('nn'!'" the el11pirkCllly real and
the ideal. In Formal and Transcendental Logic Husser! articulated his aim
more clearly: to show the structural process whereby the ideal or irreal
objectivities are constituted in empirical aCls of consciousness."! and Ihus
Was moved to explore various a priori transcendental-phenomenological
structures of cognition.
In later works. Husserl realized that he had made a serious mistake in
starting his analysisDf memal processes by treating them as little bits of the
natural world, This naturalistic assumption Was preventing him from seeing
the true fealures of consciousness as necessarily correlative with the world,
Husserl's Ihoughllook a Iranscendenlal lurn and, inslead of conccnlra/ing on
the intentional relation or the intentional object. Husserl began to examine
more closely the nature of constitutive subjectivity and intersubjectivity,
These investigations took up most of his latter years, He began (0 recognize
that mental processes could only be understood within the context of (he liteworld, the surrounding world of abilities and practices, which are prior to all
predicative understanding, I am not just imentionally related to objects; I am
inexlricably connecled 10 a world Wilhin which objecls presem Ihemselves
in mUllifarious ways, The real myslery is how Ihis consciousness-involving_
world is to be explored, and this led HusserJ into transcendental idealism,4,\
The neo-Kantian transcendental orientation of Husserl's later discussions of
intemionality, together with Husserl's failure to take on board the new math.
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VI. THE RETURN OF INTENTIONALJTY IN ANALYTIC
PHILOSOPHY
The analytic movement originall

S f'

.

.
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VII. RODERICK CHISHOLM'S REVIVAL
OF INTENTIONALJTY
In Ihe 1950s Chisholm sOUghllentalivel I
ery in leons_ of several peculiar features ~f 0 re-ex:re.~ls B,ren.tano's discov·
semences. HIS aim was to find

a way to express the autonomy of the mental and to argue againslthe possibility of rcdU~lioll of the mcntal 10 the physical. In order for a sentence to
express an intentional idiom. Chisholm lists four criteria:
(a) A sentence is intentional if it employs a substantive expression in
such <l way that neither the sel1tcll(,'C nor its contradictory either implies or
does not imply that the object designated by the substantive expression
exists, e.g., '" am thinking of the Dnieper dam" does not imply that there
either is or is not such an object. In his 1967 article. "Intentionality," in the
Encyclopedia of Phi/osophy, Chisholm refers to this criterion as/ai/lire of
exi st(!lIIia/ gel1eralislIl iull. 52
The second criterion Chisholm provides is (b) A sentence whose object
includes a verb (e.g., "he thinks it will rain") is intentional if neither the sen·
tence nor its contradictory imply that the phrase following the principal verb
is either true or false, This is merely a development of the first. Chisholm's
third criterion refers to (c) The problem of indirect reference (or "referential
opacity," as it is sometimes called). Thus. for example. the sentence "I know
Scot! is here" does not imply that "I know that the author of Waverley is
here." This 'IS commonly referred to ,IS the failllre vf the 5ubsritlftil'it)' of
q
ic/C'llIiclIis. As a founh lTitcrioll, Chisholm urfl!l"s (d) A compound scntelll'1!
is intt.'llIional if 011t.' or its l'llmpllnent parts i:-. iml'ntiona1. In his original for·
IIlUlatlllll Chi~I1tl11ll ildmiltL·J tht.':-'l' criteria o\,L'rl~lp to iI considerabk
..kgr\.'\.' '_1 Thl' problem i:-. wh\.,thl.:r all th\.'sl.: niteria lOgethcr arl' necessary
,U1d slIft'il'i\.'llt, wht.'ther \.'<!l'h alulll.: i:-. sulTit.'ient but nOlle is necessary, OJ'
whate\'er.
Various coullIerexalllples may be offered 10 show that these criteria arc
not exclusive to intemiOlHlI contexts. Take the sentence "lowe you £10,"
where the verb "owe" is not an obviously psychological verb, and yet nei·
ther the sentence nor its opposite says anything about the existence of the
£ IO. Similarly. there are genuine intentional verbs, such as "know," which
assume the existence of thc object of the intentional verb. The sentence
"John knows Mary" implies that Mary exists. Chisholm's criteria, theil,
were not sufficiently refilled. A minor industry of articles grew up which
sought to save Chisholm's criteria, or offer beller critcria, for retaining the
distinctiveness of intentional idioms. The under/ying assumption was that
these intentional idioms arc best seen in their linguistic settings, Chisholm's
own efforts to pin Jown precisely how intentional verbs and contexts differ
frolllllon·intentional verbs and contexts were never completely successful.
In general, he failed to distinguish intentional contexts from other kinds of
modal contexts. Of course, this suggested to the reductionists that there is
nothing special about intentional contexts. nothing that would prevent their
absorption into logic. However. other analytic philosophers. such as Dennett
and Searle, ha\'e had a strong intuition that intentionality cannot be dis·
solved in (his way and havc resorted 10 other, very clever ways of analyzing
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it. For Dennett. intentionality must be understood by relating it to iI general
assumption of rationality in assessing behavior; For Searle. imentionality make
sense when it is treated as a structure that underwrites speech act theory.

VIII, INTENTIONALITY UNDERSTOOD AS A STANCE
Dennett's account of intentionality grows out of his encounters with Quine,
Chisholm, Ryle, and Sellars, Dennell is a naluralisl, who holds, wilh Quine,
that "philosophy is allied with and continuous with the physical s(:icnces. ".\.~
He is explicitly taking the "third-person. materialistic perspective of contemporary science" and has a deep suspicion of ontology and of allowing
intrinsic intentionality into science,5fl Though Dennett acknowledges that he
had, when a studenl al Harvard, encounlered Husserl Ihrough Dogfinn
F0l1esdal, and possibly again when al Oxford, Ihrough Ryle, he <'arne 10
regard Husserlian phenomenology as obscurantist and too "metaphysical."
Instead, Dennett is securely within the analytic tradition, Hnd draws heavily
on Chisholm's description of intentionality as a feature of sClllencl.'s, though
without committing himself to the irreducibility thesis. Dcnnell Wants to
operate a kind of double-standard approw::h (deri vet! from Qu i11\.' ) Ihal rt.'t:ognizes the reality of intentionality ilnd at the:;' same tillle docs nut Sl'C it as a
kind of magic ray linking the mind to some illtentiol.1ul objcl,t:o;, HI..' wallis to
eHect a Rylean and Quinian exorcism of ontological ghosts haunting the discussion. including those which assailed the mind-brain identity theory.
Thus. in his first book, Content and COllsciousness, Dennett sought to
accept the genuineness of the intentionality of consciousness without
hypostasizing consciousness into a separate mental substance. 51 His I.lCl'ount
makes two typicany analytic moves: first. he shifts to talk about language,
and. secondly, he invokes Ryle's notion of "category mistake" to de-reify
the referents of various kinds of nouns, To do something for Pete's sake is
not to commit oneself to the existence of "sakes."511 Similarly "voice" and
"throat" are nouns that belong to different categories. and it would be wrong
"to invent a voice-throat problem to go along with the mind-body problem,":l'l Dennett always claims to be exercising "deliberate ontological
blindness," to be "ontologically neutral," making no commitments,foII
Similarly. his acceptance of the pervasiveness of intentional idioms is an
"innocent anthropomorphizing,"fll In 1971, Dcnnett published his most
influential article, "Intentional Systems." in which hc argued that intentional
systems are systems whose behavior can be explained and predicted only by
invoking intentional notions such as beliefs and desircs. 62 Since 1971,
Dennett has developed his account considerably. but without any radical
change of direclion, In 1987 he offered his essay "True Believers" as "Ihe
flagship expression" of his position,fl.' More recently, he has proffered the
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Dennetl. intentionality is found everywhere at all levels in nature. A key
may be said to carry a representation of a lock. and this is the kind of crude
intentionality found in nature. Nature's "free Ilu<lting" intcllliollLllity l'an be
seen at work, e.g .. plantii becoming poisonous 10 protect themselves ug:'linst
herbivores. or the baby l'uckoo pushing other eggs out of the nestJ-1 But "all
the higher intentionality we enjoy is derived from the more fundamental
intentionality of bilJions of crude intentional systems."7-I Dennett boldly
goes to announce what he considers to be a "solid and uncontroversial sci w
eotitic fact": "These impersonal. unreflective. robotic, mindless Iiule scraps
of molecular machinery are the ultimate basis of all agency, and hcnce
meaning, and hence consciousness. in the world."75It is not clem where the
scientific facts are embedded in this sentence. The easy usc of "hence" is
disturbing. the worry is that we have not jusl moved up from one level of
organization to a more complex one, but that we have crossed categories,
moving from the physico-chemical to the normative in a single (unexplained) stride, making the very kind of category mistake hc himself
dt!rides.
An interesting aspect of Dennett's analysis is his ac(:eptancc thi.lt beliefs
arc real in some sense, and yet do not l'orrespunu to bits of the world thi.H
are just out there. In partkular. bclier~ do nut I.,'orrespunu one (0 olle with
bits of the phy:-;il';,I1 world or eWllts in thl' brain. For Dennett, bclid~ an.' a~
real (or unreal) as l't:/llcrs of gravity; they ~an he gruspeu from 11 l'Cfl<lin perspel'tive. Dennett likes to invoke Hans Reichenbach's distinction bClwet:n
illata and absrtacta in a theory,76 For him. beliefs are abs{/'{/cta, theoretical
explanatory entities. There are literally no beliefs in the sense of internal
states of the mind. People can be said to have beliefs in the same ways as
we can say the earth has an equator. The earth really does have an equator
but it is not something one physically encounters.
Similarly. and unlike some analytic philosophers who want to specify
exact and unique descriptions of mental content. Dennett claims to be a realist but not an "industrial strength" or "hysterical" realist abom content. like
Fodor. for whom beliefs are "in the head" in the same way viruses arc in the
bloodstream. 77 Rather. he offers a relaxed, flexible account. which he calls
"mild realism," suggesting there are real patterns in the world thai nevertheless can only be seen from the grid of the intentional swnl'C, Quine's
indeterminacy of translation also carries with it the import that two pcr.son.s
sharing the same belief dues not cummit une to being required to l'xprcss
that belief in univocal terms. According to Dennett, for humans and fur non·
human intentional systems, rough attribution of content is sufficient. His
account of content is in fact functionalist-the attribution of contem is
founded on the functional role the belief plays "in the biological economy
of the organism."7!! For him. the content of an intentional act is rather like
its t!conolnic value. The nature of valuc may be expfl'ssed in Jit'ferell! ways,

and similarly there may be different ways of expressing the content. This
view of meaning is actually quite holistic and congenial to the "continental"
tradition. It completely side-steps the attempt to claim that there is a one-tow
onc corrcspondence between every distinct bit of mental content and some
physical 1lli.lIl'hing event in the brain, Rather. ~ont~nt ~~COI11CS a part. of ,a
much larger whole. the intentional system, which lise II iOclu~es the lunctional roles of animals in their environment. Dennett sums up hiS stance best
in the following quotation;
My thesis will be thlll while belief is a rcrre~dy ~bjective pl~c
IHIITlCnOn (Ihal appurentJy makes /HC a rcaltst). It can be dl~"
":CJ'llCu only rroln the point of view of one who tI~opts a certam
pI'el/i('/ire .~/"(//l'.~Y. and its cxi.slenl.:c can bc conlmllcu only by
asscssment \11' the SllCI.·CSS of that strategy (thtll apparently mukes

11lC.' an intcrpn.'lalionisl).N

Dennett resists Rony's allemplto make him a perspectivist for whom there
arc no flxe~. independent facts. In fact. Dennett prefers to invoke a proximity to Dav'ldson in the way in which rationality is spread holistically across
the system. Dennett is cmphasizing that reality is a product of both ?bscrv.er
and world, which, a.s Ron)' ha~ Iwtl'd, hrings him clos!! to the anll-duultsl
hulism of Davitbull. and n:present:-. "Ihl' final stage in the atuKk on
Cmtcsil.lnisrn wtlil'h began with Ryle."lIU

IX. SEARLE'S INTRINSIC INTENTIONALITY
It is a striking fact that both Scarle and Dennett, who appear to di:fer rad.ically. arc actually self-conscious practitioners of th~ s~me styl~ ~f analytic
philosophy, lhat prevalent in Oxford in the nineteen fIfties ~nd sIxties. Se~r1e
studied at Christchurch Coliege, Oxford. frol11 1952 untIl 1959, workIng
with Austin, Urmson. and Strawsoll. while Dennett wrote his D.Phil. under
Gilbert Ryle at Oxford in the 1960s. Both philosophers are convinced that
the philosophy of language offers a sct of toob that can be u.sc~~liy apphed
in (he analysis of other areas. Both ctal/ll their .Interest IS In h?w things
work." Both have compared thcmselves with englncers. Both arc IInprcssl.!d
by the massivc predictive power of intentional explallation. BOlh sec inten·
tionalexplaniltion and attribution a.s arising naturally. Both <l~:c~pt that the
brain and material ractors (im:luding the environment) arc sulhclcnt to produce the mental n;alill (denying any kind or spiritualism). Both accept cvolution-our minds arc the products of evolutionary selection, but Searle
takes thc view that there arc no functions as such in nalure; fUllctions arc
"observer-relative," that is, (hey depend on the intention of the observer.
Thus, for l'X;II11p/e, if ollr sl'k'Ill'l' prioritized l'xtinclioll over survival, .then
l'cnain kimh of Ihjl1l..!~ illilaturl' would hI.' a~crihl'J quitl' different fUIH.'1I0IlS.
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Both a7'cept that consl'iousness and intentionality art: "real," though lht!y
have different understandings of what this means. Both claim no{ to be
involved in any reductionism, Their well~known, radical disagreements,
then, tum on issues within the same broadly accepted tradition of philosophy of mind.
Searle's philosophicaJ career began with his systematization of Austin's
~ccount of speech acts. 1I1 His interest Was in "explaining," i.e., by identify109 the necessary structures involved, how the uttering of physical noises or
the writing of strings of marks conununicatc meanings. This ted him to offer
a systematic account of speech acts in terms of illocutionary force (e.g.,
request. command, etc.) and propositional content, conditions of satisfaction. direction of fit, aspectual shape, and so on. Latcr, in 1983. he applied
thiS account of speech acts to the underlying intentional acts, now described
in terms of psychological mode, propositional content. conditions of satis.
faction, direction of fit. aspectual shape, and so on. The distinction il~ a
speech act between propositional content and ilJoculionary force now
becomes the distinction in an il1lentional act (or "state") between "proposition" and "propositional attitude" (which Searle prefers to call a "psychological mode"), An intentional state, on Searle's account, consists of a
representative content in a certain psychological mode. tl2 Searle, of course,
denies that propositions are the only objects of psychological modes, and
prefers to speak of "intentional content" or "representative content" rather
than propositional content.tI.l Like Husserl. Searle denit!s that all our mental
states are inten~ional, since emotional states such as anxiety and dcprt!ssion
do not have objects. For Searle, the test of whether a belief or a desire S has
an object is to ask the question "what is S ab.out,?"l1~ A belief can be direl'led
at a single object (e.g., John loves Sally) as well as a state of affairs (John
believes that ilis raining), Searle has set himself against all views which
deny the reality of intrinsic intentional states. For him, "the actual ontology
of mental states is first-person ontology.""
.
P~rsuing the an?logy with speech acts, Searle offers an analysis of
II1tentlonal states whIch sees them as having "directions of fit," "sincerity
conditions," "aspectual shape," and "conditions of satisfaction." The Illost
significant element in this analysis is Searle's view that intentional Slates
have, internal to themselves, conditions of satisfaction. e.g., part of what
makes my belief a belief that it is raifling is that certain conditions will sat.
isfy it. For Searle, to be conscious of a belief just is to have consciousness
of the conditions that satisfy it. the intentional content is internal to the
state.tlt. In the case of perception, as we have already seen, it is part of the
conditions of satisfaction of a visual perception, that our experience is
caused by the object seen. Moreover, the conditions of satisf'H..'tion have
aspectual shape. For someone to be following the rule "drive under 60
miles per hour" is nol necessarily to be following the rule "drive under 100
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kilolllt!tcrs <In hour," though, objectively speaking, both expressions refer to
the same spct!d. Aspectual shape is another name for Husserl's "mode of
givenness."
For Searle, intentionality is a ground-floor property of the mind. and
the intentionality of language is derived from the intentionality of the mind.
It is intCl'esting that in this progress rrom language to mind, Searle shocked
many followers of philosophy of language by reversing the traditional priority. It is the intemiOlwlity of mind that makes possible the intentionality
of language. There is nu cscaping intentionality, and any explanation of it
involves one in a circle of intentional concepts. Nevertheless. he is a naturalist, intentional states arc caused by and realized in the brain. Searle
has some catchy slogans: the mind is what the brain does; there is no
mind-brain problcm any more than there is a stomach·digestion problem.
Consciousness is a natural. physical. and hence also a mental property. But
it is tdt 10 science to fultiilthc program captured by the slogan.
Both Searle and Dennett may be said to accept a "soft" dualism of
physical and intentional description. The key difference appears to be that
Searle claims tbat the first-person subjective view exists and is an irreducible ontological part of the world. whereas Dennett thinks the concept
lacks explanatory force. Searle believes all discussions of intentionality
must move beyond the "derived" intentionality of language and signs to the
"intrinsic" or "original" intentionality of the biological mind. Dennett, as we
have sel.!l1, holds on the contrary that all intentionality is derived. What is at
issue in this dispull"! In f8l.:t, Dennett situates the central debate with Searle
as prt!cisely Seal'lL"s contention that there is such a thing as "original" or
"intrinsic" illtentionality,ln whereas, for Dennett, there are no "unmeant
meaners" on analogy with Aristotle's unmoved mover. IIK Yet, Dennett's
ascription of an intentional grid to a system assumes that he has firsthand,
personal acquaintance with how that grid is to be applied. In other words,
on what is the interpl'cter or observer drawing when she or he applies the
intentional sl<H1cc? Dennett thinks that thruugh evolution, some beings.
using language, have learned to apply the intclltional stance to themselves.
But this effort to make the stance a kind of free·l1oating interface detached
from subjects is precisely what is challenged by Searle.K<J In particular,
Searle has challenged Dennett's dissolution of the problem of qualia and his
watering down of the first-person perspective. illS important to note that
Dennett does accept the phenomenon of first-person knowledge, he just
does not think it is either specially mysterious-needing postulated qualia
to express it-or possesses explanatory power. Dennett thinks the stance of
the visiting anthl'Opologist i\pplying third-person "heterophenomenology" is
sufficient to account for everything which is subjective in the situation.
Searle argues that there must be original or intrinsic intentionality which)IISI
is rcprcsentational and on the basis of which other kinds of representation

are possible; for him, a belief just is or ooes represent its <,'onditions of satisfaction, Dennett posits, in Searle's words, "whole armies of progressively
stupider homunculi, nyu
Searle does seem to have a point. If Dennett's intentional stance docs
not discriminate between genuine and pseudo, then the key to explaining
minds cannot be the intentional stance itself. but rather how we cxpericJll'l'
cilld grasp ourselves as gt'lIuin(' POs!/{!ssun' or this Sli.Illce, oL'L'upying it 1'1'0111
within, as we do, Indeed. at one point, Dennett himself concedes tilat an
obvious place to look for minds is in those creatures "who thcmselves arc
capable of adopting the intentional stance towards others (and towards
themselves),"!)! But we look in vain for an account of intrinsic possession of
an intentional stance. for adoption criteria, instead we get some suggestions
as to how such a "user-interface" might have evolved in higher allimals.'J~
Invocation of the intention(tl stance masks the fUt'tthitt Denneu's rcal distinction is not between mind-haven; and non-mind-hi.tvers. but between
those who exhibit mind-having in an interesting way (like us) and those
which do so in an uninteresting way (like thermostats), Sincc everything has
a mind in some sense, for Dennett. it is not being a mind that muliers. but
being an interesting mind, Surely. considerable ground has been conceded
here. After all, we just need to stipulate that only interesting minds arc true
minds (as Dennett sometimes slips into saying himself). and we come upon
a new philosophical problem about mind possession, What is it to be in possession of the intentional outlook'! Hcrc, Searle's I'c(.'ognilion that bits of the
world just are subjct'tive, seems to makc sense. even if Searle himself has
no tools to cash out his "first-person ontology,"
Searle's description of intentionality has many features in cOl11mon with
Husserl's account. including a strong defense of the ineliminability of the
subjective in attempting to understand the world. But. while Husser!'s
attempt to give fuJI recognition to the role of subjectivity in our experiellL'c
of the world led him in a transcendental direction, Searle rcsolutely adheres
to naturalism and assumes that eventually sL'ience will <,'OIllC up with all
explanation of just how it is that the brain extrudes IIltel1lionality and COIlsciousness, It is Ihis latter move which Husserlians no doubt would criticize
as a confusion of levels and would instead move in the direL'tion of the
holism of Dennett and others. which sees beJiet:"i as nodes in a hlrger system
of rationality. a system which is not pegged at each node into a physical
ground, In a sense. Fodor and Searle make the same problematic move of
accepting a full intentional realism and then attempt to plug it into the physical structure of the brain in a rather (:rude, entirely ullsL'ientific way,
Continent(tl philosophers would repudiate this move as a confusion of levels of explanation. the natural and the normativc,
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X. CONTINENTAL VERSUS ANALYTIC'.
MORE HOMEWORK
Having hriefly skl'tched thl.' developmcnt of the di~eussion concernin~
inh:ntionalilv illlhl: diffl.'J'l:llllraditit)l1s, il i~ now po~slblc to sec how these
Sl:jJiLl'illdy d~velop'lllg. tnldilion:-> may be :~ecn 10 stem frol~l the same w<~y ~f
settillg lip thl: problem, and strugglin,g With the ,sal,ne t~l1s,lons ~('tw~el1 indIvidualism and holism. between realism and elJlntnatlolllsm, and s? on, Of
course, there are n(ltltfllily dilTcrcnccs of orientation or emphaSIS, After
Husserl's rcpudiation of naturalism and Heidegger's account of the framework of technologic;:11 thinking, continental philosophy ~as never p~op.erly
engaged with natural science, There is sil~piy n,o on~ 111, ~he contl,ne~tal
camp who embraces behaviorism or any project 01 a sClen,tltic rcdUCIJ0I11S1~
Of elimination, Similarly. eXLTpt perhaps among some oj Meflea~-Ponty s
followers. there is "Imost no t. llk of the brain in relation to conSCIousness,
Nor is therc t<llk or thc problem of representation as such, since representation is seen always to involve a deficient Cartesian ,inheritance, In fac~. the
story in intentionality from Bren~ano thr,ough to ~eldeggeJ' ~ees a cont:nual
attempt to peel back thc layers 01 CartesIan acCrCIJ~:ls, to shift frol~ a ,rut,her
limited vicw of the "mcntal <lL't" or "mental state to a J1~or~ hoh,stlc ,and
pragmatic vin\' 01';'1 hUllmll ~n~ertion in ~\Ild orient,<tti~)Jl w'th~n, a ~~tU<,HlOn~
Thl' mosl dominant strain 01 1'\:,'I.'I.'lIt cuntll1ental pllllo~ophy has bee~ Inter
prctationisl through and through .•tnt! has iJll'l'easing,ly droppl!~ ali refcrence
10 intenlionality, ImcJ1(ionaJity is too cl1('umbcred wah CanesHln baggage lO
be worth retaining. and it Icnds lO have gone the way of t,he tran,scendental
ego in writcf5 such as Gadl.llllCr or Dcrrid~, De!~ida, ~n pa,rtlcular" has
expressed his uncase with thc whole c~nceptiOn II1t~ntlon~~IIY: precl,sel y
because of the problematiL' nature 01 the tradilion I~ ~hll:~ It, becal~le
expressed, and henl:I.' C<Hl be cl,lssilicd willl the I.!liminalJonists III hIS avoldancl.' of the notion,
.
'
If conlinent.iI philosophy has shirked the confrontation wl,th S~I,eI1Ce,
analytic philosophers often invoke scielH.'1! in <l,stra:~g~ a~d~ ~CI~~1tlf.I.C~"Y
outmoded fashion, Concepts such as "11<1lurahs!11. matt:fla/lsm, and
"physicalism," as frequently uscd by analytic philosophers, ,Ie~d 10 b,e
deeply murky notiolls, as Chomsky has argued,\)' As a re,sul~ OII~IS dOl~l
nancc of thc scientifk model, thc whole expcrienced, subJc~tlve Side of Itfe
is left d<lngling, Whik rel.'enl analytic phiiosophcl's seem qUllc happ~ to recognize the need to make some ['dcrence 10 phcnomenolog-y" ~y ~hlch t~ey
mean the rirst-person description of experiencc in t:rms 01 lis ,lmJlledl<~te
qualitative fl:cI. lheir dcsL'fiptions of lhis subjectivc lite, arc nOloJ'lousiy thm,
Thus wc huvc Colin McGinn's rdercnce to thc "tcchnlcolour phenomenology or the bl'<lin" without funher discriminations, III general, there appears
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to be a distinct lack of deplh in the analytic disr.:ussion of ('ons\,:iuuslles~,
which is portrayed as the purely qualitative-the feci or look of things, an
epiphenomenal buzz floating on the surface. William James's blooming,
buzzing confusion. It is quite extraordinary that analytic philosophy of
mind. with its fine·grained accounts of truth and reference, should be willing to operate with strangely vapid conceptions of the subjective. For example, the problem of epiphenomenalism is again in discussion. Yet. [he whole
notion of epiphenomenalism. first raised by James and Huxley, is based on
a false dichotomy between physical causal structure and a layer of mental
feel which somehow plays its symphonies to accompany the physical cngineering,94 One way to dig oneself out of this hole. is to go normative. to get
pragmatic or neo·Kantian, This precisely involves a turn toward interpretalion and holism, The two traditions seem to be ac.:tually going in the same
direction.
Our discussion has shown that intentionality has been all issue in both
tradilions, and that both traditions have useful and complex things to say
about it. From a cursory examination of the traditions. it is difficult 10 sec,
aside from certain rhetorical exuberances and excesses, what exactly divides
them. One cannot help feeling that a more sophisticated knowledge of both
traditions would help advance the discussion. and avoid so much re-inventing of the wheel. Thus. Hilary Putnam sees the issue of intentionality as one
in which both traditions remain trapped in a seventeenth~c;cntury outlook,
no matter how far they distance themselves from Cartesian ism, The message which Putnam draws is interestingly Hegelhm: (,:Onl'Crts ha\'~ histuries,
and progress in philosophical understanding is 1101 tu be divorcctl frullll'ollling to grips with the historical provenance and prospects of the theuretil'al
terms involved. Most analytic philosophers have yet to leam to adapt them·
selves (0 this lesson frQll1 history, while mosl continental philosophers have
got to extend their conception of the history of philosophy to include the
analytic tradition.
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What Do We See (When We Do)?

Sean D. Kelly
Print'£'ton University

I. THE PHfLOSOPHfCAL PR06LEM OF WHAT WE SEE
My l(lpic revolves around a very basic question. In its leanest, most ceon.omical form. this is the question: "What do we see?" In this form. however, the question admits of at least three different interpretations. We can
calilhesc Ihe epistemological. the metaphysical, and the intentional (or phenomenological) interpr.etations. In this introductory section I would like
brieHy 10 dislinguish Ihese ways of interpreting the philosophical problem
of what we see; in the rest of the paper I will focus exclusively on problems
that arise out of the intentional interpretation. In particular, I will try to show
how, if the intentional question is answered properly, IWo important psychological theories of perception-one empiricist and the other cognitivisi-oolh fail to account for what we see. Along the way I will suggest
that a comoination of phenomenological and analytic resources is necessary
for a satisfactory treatment of the central phil.osophical problems concerning perception.
The basic question, "What do we see?" has a rich history in modern
philosophy, and so has a variety of interpretations. In the first place, one
might understand it to be an epistemological question. perhaps one with
skeptical overtones. On this reading. it is short for something like "What
things in the world are wejuslifled in believing we see, given the possibility of evil demon scenarios and all the other impedimenta to genuine sight
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